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Metal-organic Frameworks (MOFs) are a group of crystalline and highly porous materials consisting of 

inorganic metal ions/clusters (nodes) that are coordinated by organic linkers.  The ability to create a 

wide range of porous structures, where the pore size can be easily changed in size and shape offers the 

potential for many applications in gas storage/separation and catalysis [1].  The presence of the organic 

linkers or “struts” in the sample creates challenges for high resolution microscopy as the sample itself is 

very sensitive to beam damage.  A key challenge for understanding the structures of MOFs and how the 

applications can be modified by doping the nodes and changing the nature of the organic linkers, is 

therefore to be able to image the samples on the sub-nm length scale (the nodes are ~1 nm) [2]. 

 

The study of organics, where large single crystals with long-range order cannot be synthesized, is 

usually performed by either electron crystallography or direct imaging in the (scanning) transmission 

electron microscope (S/TEM).  In the (S)TEM, large single crystals are not needed as the electron beam 

can be focused to a very small area (sub-nm if needed).  The downside to this ability to see small areas is 

that because the electron beam has a strong interaction with the sample, it can cause significant levels of 

electron beam damage.  However, the last 40 years of protein crystallography and more recently the use 

of in-situ liquid stages to study chemical reactions in the (S)TEM [3], have shown that this beam 

damage effect can in most cases be mitigated by the use of extremely low-dose imaging (a dose rate of 

less than 0.1 electrons/angstrom2/s and a cumulative dose of less than 10 electrons/angstrom2).  In 

addition to simply lowering the dose through conventional means (changing the emission current and 

probe dwell time), more recent use of compressive sensing/in-painting methods for STEM has also been 

shown to lower the effective dose and dose rate [4]. 

 

Figure 1 shows a Z-contrast image obtained from an NU-1000 MOF [2] obtained from a probe corrected 

FEI 80-300kV Titan operating in the low-dose mode described above.  The sample can clearly survive 

under these conditions long enough to obtain a full scan with a probe size of ~0.1 nm.  Results obtained 

from doped NU-1000 MOF structures (not shown) indicate that the atomic structure of the nodes 

themselves can be resolved under certain imaging conditions (including the use of in-painting methods).  

In this presentation the results from these samples will be described in more detail, along with the 

experimental strategy to obtain higher resolution images in the future [5] [6]. 
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Figure 1. A high resolution Z-contrast STEM image of the NU1000 MOF in the [001] direction 

showing the distribution of the Zr6(O)8 nodes (the FFT is inset). 
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